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1 Abstract 
We present the results of ongoing coronagraphic simulations aimed at designing strategies for optimizing 
operations of the coronagraphs in the mid-infrared instrument (MIRI) on-board the James Webb Space 
Telescope (JWST).  In particular, the adverse effects on the point spread function caused by the phase mask 
coronagraphs and the observatory slew accuracy are known to limit our ability to position stars at the center 
of the coronagraph.  Here, we investigate these two effects on our ability to perform target acquisition (TA) 
and consider different scenarios involving single and multiple acquisitions to mitigate them.  We assess the 
performance of the coronagraphs under various slew accuracy models as well as noise sources.  In general, 
we find that scenarios that require fewer acquisitions yield final positions with smaller dispersions but 
larger offsets.  Our Single TA scenario yields the best repeatability for all three slew accuracy models that 
we considered although a dual Twin TA strategy generally yields more accurate centering.  We also 
investigate the use of the contamination control cover (CCC) inside MIRI during TA of bright objects, and 
ways to mitigate the resulting latent images when the CCC is not used. Our results are expressed in terms 
of achieved contrast with simple, single reference star subtraction.  Given our preliminary prescription for 
latency, our simulations suggest that the CCC need not be used except for very bright sources; detailed 
guidelines will require additional information on the latent image decay time scale.  Furthermore, we find 
that contrast is dependent on the observatory slew accuracy at any wavelength.  The highest contrast is 
achieved with the highest slew accuracy model, although the background photon noise limits the contrast at 
longer wavelengths. 
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ABSTRACT

We present the results of ongoing coronagraphic simulations aimed at designing strategies for optimizing oper-
ations of the coronagraphs in the mid-infrared instrument (MIRI) on-board the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST). In particular, the adverse effects on the point spread function caused by the phase mask coronagraphs
and the observatory slew accuracy are known to limit our ability to position stars at the center of the coron-
agraph. Here, we investigate these two effects on our ability to perform target acquisition (TA) and consider
different scenarios involving single and multiple acquisitions to mitigate them. We assess the performance of the
coronagraphs under various slew accuracy models as well as noise sources. In general, we find that scenarios that
require fewer acquisitions yield final positions with smaller dispersions but larger offsets. Our Single TA scenario
yields the best repeatability for all three slew accuracy models that we considered although a dual Twin TA
strategy generally yields more accurate centering. We also investigate the use of the contamination control cover
(CCC) inside MIRI during TA of bright objects, and ways to mitigate the resulting latent images when the CCC
is not used. Our results are expressed in terms of achieved contrast with simple, single reference star subtraction.
Given our preliminary prescription for latency, our simulations suggest that the CCC need not be used except
for very bright sources; detailed guidelines will require additional information on the latent image decay time
scale. Furthermore, we find that contrast is dependent on the observatory slew accuracy at any wavelength. The
highest contrast is achieved with the highest slew accuracy model, although the background photon noise limits
the contrast at longer wavelengths.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Coronagraphic capabilities on the Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI) will be achieved using a classical Lyot mask
optimized at 23 µm as well as three four-quadrant phase masks (4QPMs) optimized at 10.65, 11.40, and 15.50 µm.
In theory, a 4QPM allows for complete cancellation of on-axis light from unresolved sources and its smaller inner
working angle compared with classical Lyot coronagraphs enables detection of faint emission (e.g., planets and
debris disks) down to ∼1-2 λ/D from the central object. For optimal contrast and performance, the target object
has to be positioned as close to the center of the 4QPM as possible, and the reference star used for subtraction
must also be positioned as close as possible to the target. Such requirements are challenging because: (1) the
observatory has a limited slew accuracy; (2) the 4QPM induces a non-linear distortion of the point-spread-
function (PSF), effectively limiting our ability to precisely measure the centroid (for positions .500 mas; see
Figure 1); and (3) the position of the center of the 4QPM is only known to within 1-2 mas. From Figure 1, which
shows the centroid error as a function of position over the 4QPM, we see that: (1) the 4QPM can introduce
errors as large as 100 mas on the centroid measurement depending on the position of the star relative to the
4QPM center; and (2) that one should avoid the axes of the 4QPM and aim for regions with the smallest errors
(e.g., on the diagonal). The error on the observatory slews, on the other hand, is also an important factor during
target acquisition (TA). The design requirements and the currently calculated performance for the observatory
slew accuracy are (see also Figure 2):

Further author information:
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Figure 1. Centroid error as a function of position on the 4QPM at 11.4 µm with our latest wavefront error maps. The
vectors point from the true position to the actual centroid (measured) position.

• FOV Offsets - Small (0-0.5 arcsec; MR-182, OBS-194) Requirement: 5.0 mas (1-σ/axis), Calculated: 4.0
mas (1-σ/axis)

• FOV Offsets - Medium (0.5 - 2.0 arcsec; MR-181, OBS- 1685) Requirement: 20.0 mas (1-σ/axis), Calcu-
lated: 4.2 mas (1-σ/axis)

• FOV Offsets - Large (2-20 arcsec; MR-374, OBS-193) Requirement: 20.0 mas (1-σ/axis), Calculated: 4.6
mas (1-σ/axis)

Here, we explore the impact on TA of three assumed slew accuracies, ranging from the design requirements to
a more optimistic flat model that assumes 5.0 mas accuracy out to 20′′. As shown by the calculated values, the
projected spacecraft offsetting behavior is currently believed to approach the flat model, but we have examined
the alternatives to understand performance tradeoffs and contingencies. Figure 2 compares the various slew
accuracy models and shows that the requirement model (REQ; black line) has a larger error for larger slews
whereas our most optimistic model (FLAT; blue dashed line) remains constant all the way out to 20′′. The
red solid line is an intermediate model (INT) of the slew accuracy and is used here for comparison. Although
not depicted in Figure 2, the Fine-Steering Mirror (FSM, with an accuracy of 1-2 mas 1-sigma per axis) can
be used for micro-offsets up to ∼60 mas. We emphasize that the on-orbit slew accuracies will not be known
until commissioning. One must therefore try to find a compromise between large slews, which have inherent
larger errors, and close-in TA, with inherent larger error on the centroid induced by the 4QPM, and possible
contamination from latent images at the location of scientifically interesting objects (e.g. planets, disks). Here,
we develop an overall strategy aimed at minimizing adverse effects on TA.
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Figure 2. Slew accuracy (1−σ per axis) as a function of slew size. The different models are: Requirement (REQ; black),
Intermediate (INT; red), and FLAT (blue)

The contamination control cover (CCC) is located at the entrance aperture of MIRI, and is designed to
protect the internal parts in MIRI from contamination during MIRI cool down on-orbit∗. The CCC also blocks
light from entering the instrument and will be used during acquisition of dark images for the Medium Resolution
Spectrometer (MRS). In this way, it can also be used during TA of bright objects to avoid strong latent images.
However, the number of CCC mechanism actuations is limited, and it imparts a significant heat load to the
cooling system, so its use should be minimized. Therefore, it is imperative to assess whether the CCC is vital
for operations of MIRI and whether latency can be mitigated in some other way.

We assess the impact of strong latents based on an estimated contrast goal of 2.5×10−5 at 10 λ/D,1 which
will be adequate to achieve the MIRI coronagraphic primary science goals in the F1065C band. This performance
goal at ∼10 λ/D for 10.65 µm is an extension of the contrast necessary to detect Jupiter-mass planets about G
and M stars, which are typically located between 1-3 λ/D (Boccaletti et al. 2005). The extension of the contrast
goal to ∼ 10λ/D ensures that the coronagraphs will provide high contrast further from the coronagraph for
investigations of faint objects and emission such as circumstellar disks, the near-nuclear environments of Active
Galactic Nuclei (AGN), and the host galaxies of quasars. While similar contrasts are desirable for the 11.4 and
15.5 4QPMs, the achievable contrasts are background limited at 12 λ/D and 6 λ/D, respectively.

In this report, we investigate the combined effects of the 4QPM, the observatory slew accuracy, and latent
images to determine the optimal procedure for TA with MIRI 4QPMs. We first present our computational
method and approach in §2. We present and discuss our results from different TA scenarios under three pointing
accuracy models in §3. We then discuss the results from our study on the use of the CCC and the resulting
impact of latents on contrast performances in §4. Finally, we summarize our results and conclusions in §5.

∗Since MIRI will operate at much colder temperatures than the rest of the instruments and telescope, it can attract
debris and outgassed contaminants early in the mission.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the successive steps involved in the simulation of the FQPM coronagraph, starting from a
representation of the telescope aperture, to the final coronagraphic PSF. Taken from Ref. 2

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

2.1 Construction of coronagraphic images

Our simulations involve the creation of MIRI coronagraphic PSFs and their manipulation to model TA scenarios,
centroiding, filter wheel rotation, and latency. We create coronagraphic images using the same code as described
in Refs. 2 and 3. This code propagates the electric field from the pupil plane to the focal plane using successive
Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs). We use a starting wavefront error map with roughly 400 nm rms, which
corresponds to the total requirement for MIRI including the OTE, ISIM, and reserves. The simulation also
incorporates the different intervening masks, filters, and stops, as well as realistic transmission profiles for the
filters, 4QPM Germanium substrate plus anti-reflection coating, and the detector quantum efficiency. The
resulting image pixels are then matched to the MIRI pixel size. By construction, our images are normalized to 1
incoming photon and we scale them to the right number of photons depending on the spectral type and distance
of the target. Here, we use a Vega-like blackbody of 9,600 K with a radius of 2.36 R⊙ and a distance of 7.68 pc.
We include noise sources such as photon, detector, and background photon noise in our simulations. Detector
noise is characterized by a readout noise of 10 electrons and a pixel-to-pixel variation of 3%. The background
photon noise is estimated from Ref. [4], where the total number of photons is summed up over one pixel and
integrated over each filter bandpass, 4QPM germanium transmission profile, and the detector quantum efficiency.
In this manner, for example, we get ∼22 electrons per pixel per second for both the F1065C and F1140C filters,
whereas the F2550W filter allows ∼155 background electrons per pixel per second.

After exposure to a bright source, the latent images from the MIRI detector arrays decay with multiple time
constants, including some that are many minutes in duration.5 We have not yet applied a full model of the
latent decays; instead we used a simplified model in which a single decay time of 300 seconds with an amplitude
of 1% was used. We apply this latency factor to every pixel of our images after every detector reset which,
in coronagraphy, is 0.242 seconds, and propagate the resulting (decaying) image in time. The work of Ref. 5
suggests that the faster decay time latents do in most cases not yield signals larger than the shot noise expected
from the background. Initial estimates indicate that the slowly decaying latents can produce residual signals
that will interfere with some measurements around bright stars. Unfortunately, the slow decays are difficult
to characterize accurately with existing data (they may extend for hours). Additional characterization of the
slow latent behavior is needed before we can predict accurately the impact of these images on coronagraphy and
determine the star brightness threshold for which the CCC would be needed.

The TA for bright objects will be performed using the neutral density filter, so the science filter/mask must
be rotated into place after the TA, but before the science observations. When assessing the contrast performance
of 4QPM, we therefore also model the rotation of the filter wheel to account for the diffracted light leaks (due
to the Lyot stop not being in position). We assume a dwell time of 8 seconds for every filter wheel move, the
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Figure 4. Examples of point spread functions centered on the 4QPM 1550 for selected filters. Clockwise, starting top left:
FND, F1065C, F1140C, F2550W, and F1550C. For clarity, the images are not plotted on the same intensity scale. Our
simulations for target acquisition, filter wheel rotation, and latency involve the scaling and manipulation of these images.

detector is constantly reset (we assume a sub-array frame time of 0.242 seconds) during the transition from the
neutral density filter to the coronagraphic filter of interest. No image is therefore integrated for more than a
frame time. Moreover, we estimate the time to move from one filter to the next one at around 25 seconds, yielding
an average of ∼3 seconds per intermediate position used here. We also note that saturation and non-linearity
are not modeled.

Centroid measurement is done using the same Floating Window algorithm that will be used onboard the
observatory.6 No image drift or jitters were included in our simulations of TA, although it was shown that
these effects have only minor impact on TA under the REQ assumption.3 Also, the Optical Telescope Element
(OTE) and MIRI throughputs are not included in our simulations. We estimate their effect to a loss of about
1 magnitude. We estimate the effects of the OTE throughputs on our conclusions to be minor. As an example,
we show in Figure 4 some of our starting images for the 4QPM at 15.50 µm. Using the Vega model described
above, we simply scale these images up and down to account for exposure and latency decay times. Typically,
we get 2.5× 108 phot sec−1 and 4.5× 106 phot sec−1 for the F1065C and FND filters respectively.

3. TARGET ACQUISITION

We first simulate different TA scenarios to determine how we can minimize the effect of both the limited slew
accuracy and the centroid error induced by the 4QPM. Figure 5 shows four TA scenarios which were devised
to simultaneously minimize both limiting factors. We use scenarios involving multiple intermediate acquisitions
to assess whether the symmetrical distortion of the 4QPM can be averaged and cancelled out. We also enforce
that all scenarios stay away from the axes of the 4QPM, since the centroid measurement error is largest there
(see Figure 1). For scenarios with multiple acquisitions, the centroid measurements are averaged and used to
make the final slew to the center of the 4QPM. Unlike the other scenarios, the Iterative TA scenario1 aims for
the center straight from 5′′ and then iterates towards the center of the 4QPM until convergence is achieved.
Note that the Single and Iterative TA scenarios are equivalent if no iterations are done at the center. All the
scenarios use the same starting position (5’′′) while various intermediate positions are used (ranging from 4′′ to
150 mas). Because of the random nature of the pointing errors in the slew models, we run multiple (generally
50) realizations of TA using the same simulation parameters and determine the dispersion and offset of all the
final pointings. We use these values to assess the accuracy and repeatability of a given scenario.
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Figure 5. Different target acquisition scenarios used in our simulations.

Figure 6. Results for the four TA scenarios discussed here using at 11.40 µm under the REQ (top row) and FLAT (bottom
row) slew accuracy models. We use an intermediate position of 2000 mas. The distributions’ dispersion and mean offset
are also reported for each case. All four TA scenarios lead to unacceptable coronagraphic performance under the REQ
model.
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Figure 7. Results for the four TA scenarios discussed here using at 11.40 µm under the REQ (top row) and FLAT (bottom
row) slew accuracy models. We include latency and various sources of noise (see text). The distributions’ dispersion and
mean offset are also reported for each case.

Figure 6 shows typical results from our simulations. Each blue dot represents a realization of TA assuming a
given slew accuracy model (REQ on top; FLAT at bottom) for four different TA scenarios. The circles represent
the 1- and 2-σ standard deviations from the mean of the pointings. In all cases shown here, the intermediate
position is 2000 mas. Although in theory it seems advantageous to use small slews to minimize the TA error, it
is in practice not acceptable because of the possibility of leaving latents on regions of interest on the detector.
In general, our results suggest that the Single TA scenario yields the smallest dispersion, whereas scenarios
involving multiple acquisitions tend to yield smaller mean offsets. The smaller offsets are due to the fact that the
multiple acquisitions help average out the symmetrical effect of the 4QPM on the centroid error. However, these
scenarios also require more slews, which translate in a larger final dispersion of the pointings. Figure 7 presents
the results of all our simulations, for two slew accuracy models, our four TA scenarios, and various intermediate
positions. In general, we find that the effects of noise and wavelength are negligible, and our results are mostly
dominated by the choice of the intermediate position. In general, we find that the dispersion can be tightened
if fewer slews are used (as well as the FLAT model with a smaller error) whereas the offset can be decreased by
a factor of ∼2 by performing multiple symmetric acquisitions around the center of the 4QPM. In particular, we
see that an intermediate position smaller than ∼500 mas is too close to the center of the 4QPM and that the
error introduced in the TA procedure leads to a larger dispersion and offset of the final pointings. The INT slew
accuracy model is always found to yield results in between the REQ and our most optimistic FLAT models.

As for the different scenarios investigated, our main findings are as follows:

• no TA scenario simultaneously gives small pointing dispersion and offset;

• the TA scenario that comes closest to the requirements is the Single TA. We recommend performing TA as
far out as possible in order to avoid strong latent images. In fact, the FLAT slew accuracy model, which
also corresponds closely to the predicted slew performance, indicates that we can have this position as
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Table 1. Selected results from our target acquisition simulations using the Requirement (REQ) slew accuracy model, as
well as an intermediate (INT) and the optimistic (FLAT) models. We select larger intermediate positions here in order
to minimize the impact of potential latent images close to the center of the 4QPM. The results for the four TA scenarios
are showed here: Single TA (S-TA), Twin-TA (T-TA), Quad-TA (Q-TA), and Quad-X TA (QX-TA).

Slew Selected TA parameters

Accuracy TA ∆pos σ Offset

method (mas) (mas) (mas)

S-TA ∼2000 29 8

REQ T-TA ∼2000 32 7

Q-TA ∼2000 33 6

QX-TA ∼2000 34 7

S-TA ∼2000 16 5

INT T-TA ∼2000 19 4

Q-TA ∼2000 20 4

QX-TA ∼2000 20 4

S-TA &4000 7 4

FLAT T-TA &4000 8 2

Q-TA &4000 8 3

QX-TA &4000 9 2

far as 4 arcseconds away and suffer minimal performance degradation. Performing TA at smaller angular
separations (e.g. 500 mas) may imprint long-duration latents and undermine the entire rationale for the
MIRI coronagraphs of observing exoplanets down to λ/D from their stars.;

• the Single TA and Iterative TA scenarios both yield the smallest dispersions of final pointings, although
the mean offset is above the requirement;

• the scenarios involving multiple acquisition generally yield smaller offsets from the center of the 4QPM,
albeit their dispersions are larger; more optimal ways of combining information from multiple TAs positions,
e.g. using weights, may improve performance further.

Our results also demonstrate that our ability to position a star at the center of the 4QPM is mostly limited by
the observatory slew accuracy. In the case of the FLAT slew accuracy model however, we can perform TA as far
out as 4′′ is possible as long as the slew accuracy remains small (∼ 4 mas or smaller) and flat for slews as large
as 4′′. Such a TA strategy (i.e. at large distances) is appealing since it would significantly decrease the amount
of latency, if any, in the science images.

4. SIMPLE REFERENCE STAR SUBTRACTED CONTRAST ESTIMATES

For sake of simplicity, we now use the Single TA scenario to model the contrast achievable by the 4QPM
coronagraphs and include the effects (latent images, light leak) of not using the CCC mechanism. During the
rotation of the filter wheel, light will be accumulating on the detector and may persist for longer than desired.
Moreover, we account for the fact that the Lyot stops for the 4QPMs are attached to the coronagraphic filters in
the filter wheel, and a temporary misalignment during the filter wheel rotation will result in different fractions
of diffracted light actually being “stopped” by the Lyot stop.
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Figure 8. Filter wheel rotation for the coronagraphic filters (top row) and other filters (bottom row). From left to right:
25, 50, 75, and 100% aligned. PSFs are generated for the full passage of the filter from one side to the other in the same
increments as shown here. The units shown here on both axes are arbitrary.

Here, we wish to determine whether the use of the CCC is necessary during TA and if latents can be mitigated.
We assume that TA is already performed with the FND filter, that the star is as close to the 4QPM center as
possible, and that we are ready to rotate the filter wheel to the requested coronagraphic filter without using the
CCC. Residual images from intermediate filters can be imprinted onto the detector as the filter wheel rotates to
reach the desired coronagraphic filter; we estimate that the worst-case scenario for coronagraphy occurs when
going from the FND to the furthest coronagraphic filter (F1550C). We simulate the rotation of the filter wheel by
stacking subsequent latent images in time until integration on the F1550C filter has started. For completeness,
we also performed similar simulations for the 10.65 and 1140 µm 4QPMs. We describe this image manipulation
below. Figure 8 shows the stops used for the different filters as they are rotated to their nominal position. The
cold stop (bottom row) is used for the FND and F2550W filters and the 4QPM stop (top row) on the right is
used for the three coronagraphic filters, namely F1065C, F1140C, and F1550C. Again, we assume a dwell time
of 8 seconds for every filter wheel move and allow 25 seconds to go from one filter to the next. We model images
for each filter using 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% (with an average of 3 seconds each), simulating the motion of the
stop from one side to the other. We also note that detector effects such as saturation and non-linearity are not
modeled.

The results of our simulations are shown in Figure 9 for all three slew accuracy models (rows) and wavelengths
(columns). Figure 9 shows the average raw contrast, which we define as the azimuthal average of the contrast
images normalized by the peak of an off-axis PSF. We emphasize that this contrast does not constitute a
detection limit, but is rather only a useful metric to assess the performances of the 4QPM. In general, our
simulations suggest that contrasts of ∼10−5.5−10−4.5 can be achieved with MIRI 4QPM coronagraphs (here
contrast is calculated as the azimuthal mean intensity). The red lines on Figure 9 represent the ±1-σ from
the average whereas the insets show the pointings used to create the pairs of target and reference stars. The
relative contribution of the background noise at 15.50 µm also further limits the raw contrast performance of the
4QPM 1550. At shorter wavelengths, the background noise is less important and the main limiting factor is the
slew accuracy, which introduces offsets between the target and the reference star. We also ran simulations with
slightly different latency prescriptions and found the contrasts to be still dominated by the background noise
and target/reference offsets.

Given our current prescription for latency, our results suggest that the use of the CCC during target acquisition
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Figure 9. Contrast after 10,000 seconds in the 10.65, 11.40, and 15.50 µm 4QPM (left to right respectively) for targets
and references of magnitudes 6 and 4 respectively, including noise. The three slew accuracy models are shown on different
rows. The dashed line shows the average of ∼1200 contrast curves (here contrast is simply calculated as azimuthal mean
intensity) whereas the red lines show the ±1-σ standard deviation. The top and bottom x-axis show the size of MIRI pixels
and the corresponding scale in λ/D respectively. The insets show the Single TA random pointings generated to derive the
average contrast curves, with an intermediate position at 2000 mas. The arrows show the approximate background level.
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is not vital, and that latent images should not impact science images for integration longer than ∼500-1000
seconds. These conclusions should hold true for the stellar spectral type and magnitudes used here. However,
we caution that latency might behave differently than the estimate used in our simulations. The approach used
in this paper can be used, with a better understanding of the long time constant latents, to define the brightness
limit above which latent images will compromise coronagraph science. We therefore recommend performing TA
as far out as 4′′ is possible in order to keep latents out of the science region of interest. Our results on TA (e.g. see
Figure 7) indicate that doing so has only modest effects on the centering accuracy if the slew accuracy is similar
to the FLAT model. However, the REQ slew accuracy model shows that the results would be unsatisfactory.

5. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

We presented the results of extensive simulations aimed at optimizing both the target acquisition and the
performances of the 4QPM coronagraphs on MIRI. The results from our simulations are based on different
observatory slew accuracy models, and incorporate various noise sources and other effects such as latent images
(based on preliminary estimates for the latency amplitude and decay timescales). Based on mean offset and
dispersion, our results suggest that the Single TA scenario comes closest to the requirements for any given slew
accuracy model. The Twin TA scenario yields a smaller offset however, so more work will be needed to further
optimize TA. Moreover, although smaller slews usually are more accurate (see e.g. Figure 2) we recommend
performing TA as far out as possible (e.g. 4′′ for the FLAT model) in order to avoid strong latent images close
to science targets. Our simulations further show that the slew model with the highest accuracy provides the best
pointing performances, and thus the best contrast performances at all wavelengths. However, we find that the
background photon noise is the limiting factor at longer wavelengths. Our contrast curves, which are based on
a preliminary prescription for latency, also suggest that the use of the CCC mechanism may not be required for
long exposures (&1000 seconds), although a more thorough characterization of latency and saturation effects is
needed in order to further constrain this mode.
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